Mitotic chromosomes must be organised into a highly ordered and compacted form to allow proper segregation of DNA during each round of cell division. Two new studies report observations of DNA compaction by eukaryotic and bacterial condensin molecules in real time using magnetic and optical trapping micromanipulation techniques.
DNA templates [13] , but many essential questions remain unanswered. How condensin actually mediates chromosome assembly is still controversial -does the enzyme directly drive chromosome assembly, or does it help set up a structure that loads other critical assembly factors [14] [15] [16] ? A complete molecular and structural map of chromosome architecture is still not available, but two groups [2, 3] have now taken an important step by analysing condensin activity on single DNA molecules, showing that both vertebrate and bacterial condensins drive DNA compaction in an ATP-dependent fashion with a surprising level of cooperativity that was not fully appreciated.
There are now a variety of well-established strategies for analysing the properties of single molecules [17] . In the two new studies [ A combinatorial approach using established biochemical techniques, nanomanipulation and molecular engineering while increasing the complexity of the in vitro system should allow the field to further tease apart the complexity that is chromosome condensation.
